Original Spare Parts

Preventive Maintenance Kits
...when service is a part of your business
A Glunz & Jensen processor is an investment in the future and with the correct service and maintenance,
it will continue delivering the high quality and productivity you expect for many years.
Based on experience and statistical data from our Customer Support Center, we have developed kits that are:
• Targeted at specific processors
• Prepared for pre-determined intervals, making planning and carrying out maintenance easier
• Aimed specifically at the areas that have proven to be important
• Ensuring continuously high quality
• Maximizing production uptime
THree levels of sErvice
For each processor in the program, 3 levels of kits are
available: Minor, Medium & Major.
Each level is defined for a specific time interval or
volume of production, whichever comes first. By
completing the recommended maintenance with these
kits, you will ensure that the necessary parts are
replaced before it is too late.
“service-in-a-box” - just add LABOR
For the service provider, these kits offer an easy solution, so you are sure to remember all the necessary
parts when performing maintenance on a processor. When the box is empty, your job is done! Along with the
factory recommended parts, the box includes an estimated time for performing the preventive maintenance
and detailed instruction, with pictures showing each step. We like to call it “service-in-a-box” – just add labor.
you choose when the processor is out for service...
For the end-user, maintenance is crucial for maximizing the valuable uptime of your processor and ensuring
that the quality is up to par, year after year. Rather than risking an unexpected breakdown, which always
occurs at the least convenient moment, care is taken to replace wear & tear parts, resulting in a smoother
running machine and less stress on other parts like motors and pumps. With preventive maintenance, you
can plan when the processor will be out for service, to get the most out of your investment. At the same time,
you ensure that the processor is running at the level of quality expected by you and your customers.
Plus, everyone benefits from buying Original Glunz & Jensen spare parts as a kit, as there is a 20% savings,
versus buying the parts individually.

Original Spare Parts

Clean-Out Unit/Clean-Out Unit+
We have a wide range of Preventive Maintenance Kits for the majority
of the Glunz & Jensen plate processors.
The contents of the various Preventive Maintenance Kits for the
Clean-Out Unit 85/120 are listed below. To see an example
of the instructions that are included in these kits, please go to
“INSTRUCTIONS” on our website - www.glunz-jensen.com/products/
pm_kits.

Contents of Preventive Maintenance Kit
Part No. Qnt Item Name
10007808
10007812
10024660
10033672
25387
10001520
10014228
10016917
54430
6169
45514
45772
10006893
43600
6520
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Minor

www.glunz-jensen.com
spares@glunz-jensen.com

Major

10062449 10062450 10062451

BEARING, BRUSH, LEFT
BEARING, BRUSH, W/GROWTH, RIGHT
O-RING, VITON, 54X3 MM
SEALING, SCREW CAP, EPDM
GREASE, TUBE, PG 75, 20 ML
GEAR, Z16, M2,D12
GEAR, Z23, M2
SA,GROMMET,V-SEAL,VA 12,W.GREASE
BEARING,ROLLER,LOWER,SPRINGLOAD
O-RING D20x2
SCREW, PT, D5X22, WN1413
SCREW, D5X14, CR, FLG, KB, WN1411
BEARING, DRIVE, BRUSH
BEARING,ROLLER,SNAP,BLACK
GROMMET,V-SEAL
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Selandia Park 1
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Glunz & Jensen, Inc.
12633 Industrial Drive
Granger, IN 46530, USA
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Glunz & Jensen Asia
Suzhou, 215129 P.R. China
+852 9230 2919 (HK)
+86 186 1199 2587 (CH)
gj-china@glunz-jensen.com

